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Small appliances
No home is complete without those indispensable devices that perform your daily chores. From making
a refreshing cup of tea, to perfect toast and coffee as good as you’ll find anywhere in Italy. And now,
with our new Z.60 vacuum cleaners, you have another Siemens appliance to help you tackle tasks
and chores with elegant efficiency, day in day out.
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Model shown TK76009GB

Perfect flavour

Our new EQ7 Machine.
The Italians have a word for it – Perfetto.
In creating the EQ7, we’ve not only made a quantum leap in the area of fully automatic espresso
machines, we have practically reinvented the art of espresso making. We set ourselves a question:
how do you create the perfect espresso? To find the solution, we picked over every last detail of the
espresso making process. Did we succeed? With the EQ7 we have created a completely new espresso
world, closing the circle from bean to cup to provide the ultimate flavour experience. In the EQ7, you
have at your fingertips not only the fastest and most efficient appliance of its kind, but also a machine
where the technology is more than just brand new; it’s revolutionary. The EQ7, the future of
fully-automatic espresso machines.

Astonishingly, there are 800 sub-flavours in a cup of
espresso, and for it to achieve perfection they must be
allowed to unfold fully. For this to happen, the water
must be sustained at the ideal temperature for 30 seconds
during the brewing process. With our new Senso Flow
System, this is now possible, giving you perfect flavour
every time and anytime. And with minimal heat up time
and minimum standby power, it’s also a unique,
energy-saving feature.

Perfect design
Espresso connoisseurs who are enthralled by the entire
espresso-making process will love the transparency
and intuitive operation of the EQ7. As well as drawing
attention to the bean container and the water tank, an
innovative lighting concept highlights the individual
stages of the entire process. And the outstanding
360-degree design means it works perfectly as a
freestanding unit.

Perfect crema
A golden-brown, creamy and long-lasting crema is the trademark of a really
good espresso. To achieve this a constant pressure is key in extracting the
maximum flavour from the beans. Preparing espresso requires the talents and
instinct of a first class barista. With the EQ7, we have built those skills into the
very fabric of the machine.
The ‘aroma pressure system’ automatically achieves the ideal, continuous
pressure and therefore the perfect brewing result, for every single cup. The
tamper has been designed with a convex shape, that allows even more flavour
to be released from the ground coffee. So no matter how much coffee you use,
you’ll always end up with the perfect crema. Automatically.

Perfect simplicity
A fine milky foam, frothy as lightly whipped
cream. That’s the basis of the ultimate
cappuccino. The ingenious swivel arm is
simplicity itself to use and an optimised
swirling process inside the milk nozzle
produces the ultimate in fine, milky foam for
the perfect result every time.
We also brought a lot of in-depth thinking to
the subject of milk. The result – completely
new product ergonomics and a totally separate
milk system separate from the coffee part.
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Freshly ground coffee

Our Surpresso bean to cup machines.
Coffee doesn’t really come much fresher.
The TK69009GB features unique piano black finish, an easy to use programmable
display, a unique AutoCappuccino frothing nozzle, milk container and built-in water
filter and maintenance kit for the finest results with every cup of coffee.

The integrated coffee mill inside the bean to cup machines grinds the coffee beans as finely as you wish and fills the brewing
chamber with ground coffee to the required level. Once the coffee is in place, the brewing chamber is hermetically sealed
and the coffee is compressed. The hot water is then pumped into the chamber and the brewing process starts.
All models have coffee and cup filling levels that can be accurately adjusted. At the top of the appliance is a cup stand with
pre-warming facility and the drip tray catches anything once the cup has been removed.

Multi-lingual digital display
Our machines have several easy to
operate programmable functions
that include a choice of 8 languages,
a water hardness setting, a cup
warming plate and de-scaling.

AromaWhirl system
With conventional high-pressure
methods, the water takes the
easiest route through the ground
coffee and in doing so, extracts
a correspondingly high quantity
of flavour. With the AromaWhirl
system the ground coffee and
water are whirled around the
brewing chamber to extract
more flavour than ever.
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Models shown TT911P2GB, TC911P2GB, TW911P2GB

Toaster

It’s not just design, it’s Porsche Design.

Its unique dust cover floats back at the touch of a button. The
residual time indicator on a digital display counts down the minutes
and seconds until your toast is done and the integrated bun warming
rack is perfect for heating croissants, muffins or bread rolls.

It’s the striking design that sets Siemens appliances apart from the rest of the market. The high tech
looks match the high tech features, from the fabulous coffee machine to the matching set of kettle
and toaster.

Kettle

Filter coffee maker
The unique swing out serving position lets you know when the
coffee is ready. It has a removable water tank for easy filling and a
hassle-free de-scaling function to keep your coffee tasting just right.
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A soft pop-up lid and specially shaped spout
mean you can fill through either the spout or
the lid. The cord storage winder is in the base
so that you don’t have excess cable trailing on
the worktop.
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Efficient air dynamics
The Z6.0 is the first product in a new
generation of Siemens technology with
“Efficient Air Dynamics”, an outstanding
aerodynamic system setting new standards in
terms of performance.

Our new Z6.0 vacuum cleaners.
So powerful, so efficient, so Siemens.

To achieve these levels, every aspect of the
machine has been taken into consideration
and is equipped with:
20% bigger hose diameter at the hose
connection
Bigger hose diameter beginning at the handle

The ultimate in performance and efficiency, the new Z6.0 vacuum cleaners offer a new dimension in
floor care. They are equipped with the most advanced aerodynamic system of any vacuum cleaner
in the world. Which means ultimate performance and ultimate efficiency. They are the perfect
machines for people who admire design and technology and who want elegant looks combined with
outstanding performance.

25% more filter surface (Hepa and motor
protection) for an increased air flow
50% more filter surface in the dust bag and
improved filter materials
An improved air guidance system

Two models
The Z6.0 comes in two variants.
ECO
The ECO is powered by a compressor
motor that uses half the energy of a
comparable cleaner. It comes with
a turbo floor brush, an adjustable
floor tool, a crevice nozzle,
upholstery nozzle and dusting
brush. It offers HEPA filtration and
its self-sealing hygiene bags have a
capacity of 5 litres.
POWER
A 2500W high performance
motor gives the POWER ultimate
performance... fantastic dust
pick-up... and highest airflow. Like
ECO, it comes with a turbo floor
brush, an adjustable floor tool, a
crevice nozzle, upholstery nozzle
and dusting brush and also offers
HEPA filtration and its 5 litre selfsealing hygiene bags. Also includes
mini turbo tool.

The RD296 nozzle with metal sole
This specially designed attachment gives both
machines an excellent pick up rate.
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Fully automatic bean to cup coffee centre

Fully automatic bean to cup coffee centre

Fully automatic bean to cup coffee centre
TK76009GB

Fully automatic bean to cup coffee centre
TK73001GB

Piano black ﬁnish
Chrome buttons and rotary knobs
BSH Brita water ﬁlter cartridge
One Touch Function – café latte, cappuccino
and white coffee at the touch of a button
Also makes espresso, café cream and
Americano
“My Coffee” Function – allows you to
programme and save your own perfect cup of
coffee. With customisable coffee strength, cup
size and even the percentage of espresso and
milk, you really can set up your EQ7 to make
your perfect cup of coffee every time
Aroma Pressure System – intelligent brewing
chamber for optimum ﬂavour extraction
Silent Ceram Drive – perfect taste with every
cup, quiet operation and consistent grinding
performance

Programmable functions including:
“My Coffee”, auto off function, choice of
8 languages, water hardness setting, brewing
temperature and de-scaling programme

Very easy to clean and maintain

Silver ﬁnish

Includes starter kit with cleaning and
de-scaling tablets and water hardness
testing strips

One Touch Function – café latte and
cappuccino at the touch of a button

Cup size and coffee strength selectable
Fits all cup sizes from espresso cups to café
latte glasses
Removable 2.1 litre water tank

Also makes espresso, café crema and
Americano

Dimensions: 385 H x 320 W x 445 D mm
19 bar pump pressure

Aroma Pressure System – intelligent brewing
chamber for optimum ﬂavour extraction

Programmable functions including:
Auto off function, choice of 8 languages,
water hardness setting, brewing temperature
and de-scaling programme

Fits all cup sizes from espresso cups to café
latte glasses
Removable 2.1 litre water tank
Cup warming plate for pre-heating cups

Can be used with ground coffee

Senso Flow System – perfect enjoyment with
every cup, fastest ﬁrst cup on the market, low
energy consumption

Can be used with ground coffee

Easy to use graphic display

Single Portion Cleaning – rinses
automatically after every drink

Easy to use graphic display

Bean capacity 300g
Hot water function

Thermally insulated milk container for
hygienic and fresher milk storage – 0.7 litre
capacity

Includes starter kit with cleaning and
de-scaling tablets and water hardness
testing strips

Cup size and coffee strength selectable

Silent Ceram Drive – perfect taste with every
cup, quiet operation and consistent grinding
performance

Cup warming plate for pre-heating cups

Very easy to clean and maintain

Dimensions: 385 H x 320 W x 445 D mm
19 bar pump pressure

Bean capacity 300g
Hot water function

Separate milk container in acrylic glass for
extra hygiene

Senso Flow System – perfect enjoyment with
every cup, fastest ﬁrst cup on the market, low
energy consumption
Single Portion Cleaning – rinses
automatically after every drink
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Fully automatic bean to cup coffee centre

Fully automatic bean to cup coffee centres

Fully automatic bean to cup coffee centre
TK69009GB

Fully automatic bean to cup coffee centre
TK54001GB

Piano black finish

Coffee bean container for 250g fresh beans,
with aroma retaining lid

Silver finish

For Americano, espresso, cappuccino and
café latte

Separate container for pre-ground coffee

For Americano, espresso, cappuccino and
café latte

Aroma Whirl brewing chamber for optimum
flavour extraction

Separate milk container

Removable water tank – 1.8 litre capacity
Water filter

Easy to use dialogue display

One step de-scaling programme

Aroma Whirl brewing chamber for optimum
flavour extraction

One step de-scaling programme

Grinding degree adjustable
Auto Cappuccino milk frothing nozzle for
cappuccino and café latte
Height adjustable nozzle means all cup sizes
fit including café latte glasses

Cup warming plate for pre-heating cups
15 bar high pressure thermo block system
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Cup size, coffee strength selectable
Grinding degree adjustable

Includes starter kit with cleaning and
de-scaling tablets, coffee measuring spoon
and water hardness testing strips

Milk frothing nozzle for cappuccino and
café latte

Fully automatic bean to cup coffee centre
TK58001GB
Same specification as TK54001GB but
with the following additional features:
• Dolphin grey finish

Dimensions: 340 H x 260 W x 450 D mm

• Milk Whirl system for easy preparation of
café latte and cappucino

1400 watts

• Cup stand illumination
• Programmable stand by mode for low
energy consumption
• 1400 watts

Cup warming plate for pre-heating cups
Dimensions: 340 H x 270 W x 490 D mm

Programmable functions for: on/off timer,
water hardness, language and descaling
programmes

Includes starter kit with cleaning and
de-scaling tablets, coffee measuring spoon
and water hardness testing strips

Easy to use symbol display
Single serving rinse cleaning programme

Cup size, coffee strength selectable

Single serving rinse cleaning programme

15 bar high pressure thermo block system

1400 watts
Coffee bean container for 250g fresh beans,
with aroma retaining lid
Separate container for pre-ground coffee
Removable water tank – 1.8 litre capacity
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Kettle and toaster by Porsche Design

Filter coffee maker by Porsche Design

Kettle by Porsche Design
TW911P2GB

Toaster by Porsche Design
TT911P2GB

Filter coffee maker by Porsche Design
TC911P2GB

Brushed aluminium with black trim finish

Brushed aluminium with black trim finish

Brushed aluminium with black trim finish

1.5 litre capacity

Long-slot, two slice

Vacuum flask for up to 8 cups

Cordless with multi-directional base
Thermally insulated cool touch body

Quartz heating element with variable
electronic browning control

Illuminated blue LED on/off switch

Cancel button with integrated blue LED

Removable water tank

Double sided water level indicator

Safety switch off if knocked over

Coffee strength selector

Stainless steel filter in spout

Cool touch exterior

Aroma retaining lid on vacuum flask

Easy to fill through spout or lid

Residual time indicator

Drip-stop system and automatic shut-off

Soft eject lid

Soft lift mechanism

Unique swing out “serving position”

Safety locking lid

Integral rack for bread rolls

Permanent stainless steel filter

Cord storage

Unique dust cover

Stainless steel heating element

Cord storage

De-scaling programme
Cord storage

Dimensions: 277 H x 220 W x 146 D mm
2400 watts

Illuminated blue LED switches with separate
on/off button

Dimensions: 250 H x 395 W x 130 D mm
1000 watts

Dimensions: 405 H x 330 W x 282 D mm
1100 watts
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Vacuum cleaner

Vacuum cleaner

Vacuum cleaner
VSZ62545GB

Vacuum cleaner
VSZ61245GB

Siemens Z6 Power – The Ultimate Performance

Siemens Z6 Eco – The Ultimate Efﬁciency

Lacquered red and silver ﬁnish

Graphite and silver ﬁnish

2500 watt high performance motor gives the Z6 POWER
the ability to tackle the toughest tasks with ease

1200 watt motor with the same performance
as similar 2400 watt models

HEPA ﬁltration
Turbo ﬂoor brush

Energy efﬁcient compressor motor – uses 50%
less energy with no loss of performance

Mini turbo tool

HEPA ﬁltration

Additional adjustable ﬂoor tool

Turbo ﬂoor brush
Additional adjustable ﬂoor tool

3 integrated tools to make cleaning easier –
crevice nozzle, upholstery nozzle and dusting brush

3 integrated tools to make cleaning easier –
crevice nozzle, upholstery nozzle and dusting brush

5 litre capacity dust bags
Self sealing hygiene bags

5 litre capacity dust bags

13 metre operating radius

Self sealing hygiene bags

9.5 metre cable length

13 metre operating radius
9.5 metre cable length

Dimensions: 238 H x 307 W x 503 D mm
2500 watts
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Dimensions: 238 H x 307 W x 503 D mm
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